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During the last decade, pressure on companies to transcend the focus on economic
success and technological innovation in order to address more ecologically and
socially desirable outcomes has increased. Commitment to sustainability-oriented
innovation is still rare in the textile and apparel industry, but there exist first case
examples of highly eco-innovative companies. This article presents an in-depth case
study of the sustainable company manomama which manufactures individualised
clothes for women, men and children in Southern Germany. Ecologically harmless
and thereof mostly organic material is procured only regionally and highly experienced
workers from the ancient textile region have been provided with secure, full- and parttime jobs. The article discusses the major challenges of manomama when entering
business (knowledge and experience, site and machinery, suppliers, staff and supporters) and presents the innovative solutions the founder identified to address these.
In addition, the article derives implications for traditional companies.
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D

uring the last decade, an increased pressure on companies from

regulation as well as stakeholders to transcend the focus on economic success and technological innovation in order to address
more ecologically and socially desirable products (Horte and Halila
2008; Hansen et al. 2011) has been witnessed. Sustainability-oriented innovation (SOI), by using a set of additional, sustainability-oriented criteria, can thus
be described as innovation which is more sustainable when compared with
alternative solutions (Paech 2007; Hansen et al. 2009) or simply as ‘better
managed innovations’ (Wagner and Llerena 2008).
On the one hand, SOI can follow a path of incremental innovation by aiming at reducing the negative impact of conventional products (e.g. through
eco-efficiency, biodegradable materials). On the other hand, SOI also aims at
addressing societal challenges by developing radical new technologies, productservice systems and business models (e.g. electric vehicles, car-sharing infrastructure, ride-sharing services; cf. Hansen et al. 2009, 2010). Concerning the
latter, organisations have realised that SOI can be a key to opening new markets
and opportunities (Hansen et al. 2009; Wagner 2009; Schaltegger and Wagner 2011). Often the incremental and the radical paths towards SOI are related
to two different types of company, which Hockerts and Wüstenhagen (2010)
call ‘emerging Davids’ and ‘greening Goliaths’. While greening Goliaths are
large, established companies improving their sustainability through mostly
incremental improvements (e.g. through implementation of environmental
management systems), emerging Davids are small companies, often new ventures operating in niche markets, which make sustainability the core of their
mission and business model. While both types of company can be considered
as sustainable entrepreneurs (Hall et al. 2010; Schaltegger and Wagner 2011),
in this paper we focus on emerging Davids as sustainable entrepreneurs.
Despite these potentials, commitment to sustainable entrepreneurship is still
rare in the apparel industry where cost-effective production and logistics mostly
dominate managerial decisions. Most of the larger studies focus on rather
incremental environmental innovation in the industry (e.g. Søndergård et al.
2004). Some case studies on sustainable entrepreneurs exist, but focus on only
the ecological dimension of sustainability, such as the case of California-based
outdoor apparel company Patagonia (Fowler and Hope 2007) or the case of
Germany-based organic apparel company, hessnatur (Schaltegger 2002). This
paper uses a case study approach to present the highly innovative company,
manomama, which has incorporated both ecological and social aspects into its
core business strategy and can thus be considered a sustainable entrepreneur.
The paper is organised as follows: first, the research method is explained and
then the case of manomama is presented along with four interrelated challenges
which the founder, Sina Trinkwalder, had to answer when starting her eco-social
business (Fig. 1). The first challenge is the revitalisation of disappearing knowledge and experience in the production of garments. Second, is the challenge
of site and machinery, including efficient production and transport of products
as well as the required machinery for the production of apparel nearly nonexistent in Germany. The third challenge is the identification of local suppliers
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for ecological materials. Fourth, the staff and voluntary supporters needed to
start and run the business are described as a challenge.
Figure 1 Four challenges

Knowledge and
experience in
the textile
industry

Site
and
machinery

Suppliers

Staff
and
supporers

Research method
Research design and context
This paper is based on a case study research design (Yin 2003). We conducted
a single case study in the German apparel industry. The apparel industry is
characterised by high market volatility and intensive global competition (Vila
and Kuster 2008). As labour-intensive industries, the apparel and textile industries are traditionally driven by costs minimisation (Taplin 2006). A global shift
of the production of apparel to low-cost countries led to a decline in German
textile production (Adler 2004). Remaining jobs within the German textile
and apparel sector are not production-related, but managerial and coordinative
(Taplin 2006). Traditional production forms were abandoned in the 1980s,
therefore also ‘the ability to use traditional production know-how has faded into
the background’ (Adler 2004: 310). Also, the remaining blue collar jobs within
the German apparel industry have changed from pure sewing labour towards
warehouse and transport labour (Adler 2004). From 1980 to 1995, employment
in the textile sector decreased by 47% and within the clothing sector by 40% in
Europe (Stengg 2001).
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Case selection
We selected manomama for an in-depth case study. The sustainable entrepreneur manomama is successfully counteracting the general trend observed in the
traditional but, throughout recent decades, declining textile region of Southern
Germany. Manomama designs and manufactures clothes for women, men and
children exclusively from regionally sourced and ecologically sound (and mostly
organic) material. Being truly sustainable, the impact of manomama goes
beyond eco-related product innovations by also providing a socially desirable
manufacturing environment with secure, full- or part-time jobs for local sewers.
Appreciation of employees is a central aspect of the social business, together
with a comparably high salary for the employed sewers. Thus, manomama follows the model of effort–reward imbalance by Siegrist (1996), who lists money,
esteem and status control as occupational gratifications. Related to that, the
company has received several prizes from both NGOs and public offices and
it enjoys a rich and dependable relationship to a loyal customer base. This is
mainly driven by the transparent way the company discusses design and other
decisions with its stakeholders and customers both online and offline.

Data collection and analysis
Data collection is based on triangulation of various data sources (Yin 2003).
First, semi-structured interviews with the founder and entrepreneur, Sina
Trinkwalder, and other company members were utilised. Interviews were transcribed and coded using MaxQDA software for qualitative data analysis. Further,
the company’s publicly available weblog and Trinkwalder’s personal Twitter and
Facebook accounts were analysed. Also extended site visits were used as data
sources. Finally, participatory research was also utilised. The first author spent
about 60 hours in the company (for example, the author was involved in the
designing, production and packaging of apparel). A trustworthy relationship
was established between the first author and the founder of manomama. As a
consequence, data collection also covered a huge amount of internal and often
informal data (e.g. press shootings, coffee table discussions, internal documents and presentations).

manomama: Better for all of us
Sina Trinkwalder founded manomama GmbH in April 2010. Her motivation
to found the company stemmed from two targets: first, she wanted to revitalise
the textile region around the South German city of Augsburg; and second, she
wanted to create jobs in Germany for disadvantaged people. Today, manomama
produces 100% ecological apparel and accessories in a regional value chain in
South Germany and, thus, distinguishes itself considerably from other textile
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manufacturers. When Sina Trinkwalder decided to start manomama, she and
her husband were owners of the Augsburg-based advertising agency dplusc
neue medien GmbH. A newcomer to the field, she did not have any experience
or knowledge concerning the process of creating clothes and was even unaware
of the necessary resources (e.g. machinery, equipment). Her only (financial)
resource at the time was her and her husband’s retirement provision.
Today, manomama produces more than 70 different garments for children,
women and men, as well as accessories and handbags. Products for women
include tops, T-shirts, dresses, skirts, trousers, blouses and coats. Men can
choose within a product range of T-shirts, shirts, hoodies, jackets, trousers
and coats. For babies and children, baby bodies, shirts, trousers, hoodies and
skirts are offered. Concerning accessories, scarves, belts, bags and jewellery can
be purchased. A vast majority of the products can be individualised in terms
of colours, sizes and garments. Manomama sets new standards in terms of
production, sourcing and processing of materials. In this regard, manomama
processes only organic material for the manufacture of all garments described
above: organic cotton, sweat, spandex jersey, elastane, hemp, merino new
wool, vegetable tanned leather, etc. Moreover, colours, prints, appliqués, sewing threads, etc. meet the manomama standard. Only a few parts are not yet
100% ecological, but these are specified on the label. For instance, no ecological alternative for zip fasteners could be developed, but they are sourced within
Germany. Production cycles are very fast, with only three weeks from order
placement to production of the garment, i.e. knit and dyed. Cutting, grading
and sewing as well as pre-washing is done in-house at manomama.
This article focuses on the most relevant challenges manomama had to deal
with during the first 18 months in business. By analysis of the data, we identify
challenges closely related to four resources which are of particular importance
for the company: knowledge and experience, site and machinery, suppliers, and
staff and supporters.

Knowledge and experience in the apparel industry
The most critical challenge the company manomama is confronted with is the
rapid disappearance of knowledge. Trinkwalder summarises her experience as
follows: ‘I had never thought that in some areas so little know-how [on apparel
manufacturing] still exists’ (01:10:48-3, 11 July 2011).
As Sina Trinkwalder does have no background in the apparel industry, she
had to find people with the respective knowledge and experience. Due to the
delocalisation and outsourcing of nearly all production steps in the German
apparel industry, this represented an extremely difficult task. Trinkwalder
assumes: ‘The knowledge will still exist for about five to ten years, after this it
will be gone’ (00:40:18-9, 11 July 2011).
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In addition, education and training of people in Germany today is no longer
designed for the industrial production of apparel from a first design to the final
product. This problem also illustrates the uniqueness of manomama, as stated
by Trinkwalder:
Nobody does what we are doing here. We are making cuts on paper, digitalise them,
grade them manually and print them; nobody is doing this here anymore. But in
fact, this is what fun is. Nevertheless, none of them is able to do it: fashion designers, pattern cutters. I have worked with all of them, but they are not able to do it
(00:57:39-4, 11 July 2011).

However, in mid-September 2011 manomama obtained an official training
licence and the first trainee started her vocational education at manomama.
The sewing of apparel and the weaving of textiles used to be done in Augsburg
in the 19th century until the mid-20th century when the city was still a textile
centre. Today, it is the older people who possess the corresponding knowledge.
One example is Raphael Wilhelm, who was a mechanic for sewing machines
and owned a contract sewing shop in Augsburg in the 1980s. In the 1990s,
he had to close his company because of the fierce price competition, especially
from Asia. In order to preserve his knowledge, he started collecting historical
sewing machines, and now owns about 500. Today, the 60-year-old expert is
the repairman of, and even more important, an adviser to, manomama. He
provided Sina Trinkwalder with her first industrial-scale machine and trained
her to use it correctly. Furthermore, he is advising her concerning new acquisitions and is responsible for changing tools on machines.
Preservation of knowledge goes beyond the site of manomama as the supply
chain also requires ancient skills and competences. For instance, the proprietor of the last mill in Europe spinning natural wool has promised to pass on
his skill to one of manomama’s employees before he retires, probably in 2014.
This is Trinkwalder’s only possibility to continue the production in Germany.
In order to retain and build on the experience of manomama’s stakeholders,
Sina Trinkwalder tries to document ancient knowledge. This collection is the
central asset of her company.

Site and machinery
The location of the company as well as the machinery for the production of
apparel were crucial related aspects for the foundation of manomama. First,
the reasons for choosing the site and, second, the acquisition of machinery
will be presented.
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Site
Manomama is located in the South German city of Augsburg. This geographical
location is crucial for the business. As Trinkwalder puts it: ‘What is interesting
is that what we are doing here can, all over Germany, only be done in Augsburg
and nowhere else. You no longer find garment manufacturers in any other German federal state’ (01:04:12-9, 11 July 2011).
Furthermore, as founder of a social and transparent business which is
financed only by private capital, Sina Trinkwalder does not have the financial
resources to pay the rent for a production hall. Therefore, the lunchroom of her
husband’s advertising agency had to give way to machines, fabric rolls and new
employees of manomama (Fig. 2).
Figure 2 Production hall at manomama
Source: Picture taken on 21 July 2011 by the authors

While this was a good solution for the initial months, today the room does not
provide sufficient space for seven employees who manufacture an increasing
number of products. Here, the former textile company Martini GmbH & Co.
KG offered a solution. Having 175 years of experience in the apparel industry,
the company is today engaged in real estate and now sponsors room for the
production of sustainable apparel. At the beginning of 2012, manomama moved
into this new production hall which will also allow for future growth.
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Machinery
Most of the machinery which is used today by manomama was used at a time
when Augsburg was still known as a textile centre. Today, it can no longer be purchased. Sina Trinkwalder found the weaving loom for the production of denim,
the material jeans are made from, in the textile museum of Augsburg (Fig. 3).
Today, the machine runs not only for short demonstrations, but continuously
for the production of denim which is then processed by manomama into augschburgdenim, a type of jeans which is not pumiced, etched, stone washed, etc.
Figure 3 Weaving loom producing denim in the textile museum of Augsburg
Source: Picture taken on 21 July 2011 by the authors

Sina Trinkwalder also searched for these machines outside the area of Augsburg. Some of the machines were even sent to her by foreigners who want
to support manomama and the idea behind it. While the acquisition of these
machines was complicated, the usage of old (i.e. mechanically driven) machines
offers an important advantage: they can be repaired more easily, in contrast to
electronic machines. In the future, manomama will also acquire equipment
from suppliers. For example, manomama’s local supplier for organic merino
new wool, the last of its kind in Europe, is expected to close down his spinning
mill, probably in 2014. Manomama plans to acquire all of the machinery to
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be able to continue the production of local wool once the supplier goes out of
business.

Suppliers
Manomama sources its entire material locally. Sina Trinkwalder knows all her
suppliers personally.1 Most of them are family businesses located within 1 to 1.5
hour’s drive from Augsburg. However, two kinds of material are an exception
with regard to the location of suppliers. First, the yarn is produced from certified organic cotton from Turkey. Second, the organic twisted yarn is sourced
from a small spinning mill in north Italy. According to Sina Trinkwalder, the
Italian supplier is the last of its kind in Europe. In case this supplier stops production, manomama has to source ecological twisted yarn outside Europe or
begin production itself.
Some of manomama’s suppliers have adapted their production to the needs
of the sustainable company, including the modification of machines and development of new production technologies for the processing of organic and more
ecological materials. For example, one supplier developed and implemented a
new process for dyeing materials in a more environmentally friendly way and
biological digital printing, where screen printing ink based on renewable raw
materials is used. Moreover, the supplier developed an environmentally friendly
elastic band made out of 100% organic cotton. Most of the solutions have only
been developed for manomama. Regional sourcing and in-house production
are an important competitive advantage for manomama.

Staff and supporters
Because of the financial constraints manomama faces, it is of particular importance for the company to rely on the effort and help of both employees and others who help the company voluntarily. First, the focus lies on the paid employees
and, second, on the voluntary supporters of manomama.

Staff
Today, manomama employs two groups of people: production workers as well
as sales staff. Because of the central role of the sales staff, these employees are
coined ‘manomamas’ and ‘manopapas’. Within manomama, the well-being
1 The regional value chain Sina Trinkwalder developed over the last 18 months is today

the capital of manomama. Therefore, none of her suppliers can be named in this case
study.
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of employees is considered to be very important. In particular, manomama
emphasises that employees should feel that their colleagues and customers, as
well as Sina Trinkwalder herself, value their efforts. According to van Vegchel
et al. (2002), esteem is the most important reward indicator, followed by job
security and salary with the lowest effect on employee health. As a result, respect
for the daily work of manomama employees is expressed especially through
appreciation. Besides intra-organisational appreciation, manomama customers are encouraged to directly thank the sewer who is indicated by a small label
in every product with his or her first name. Also the salary of employees at
manomama is considered more than just a reward for their work. In contrast,
it is a signal to the employees that manomama is grateful for their commitment and effort. Therefore, the sewers in production receive a gross wage of
€12 per hour (which is above the average gross wage in the apparel industry
in Germany) and the distributors are paid on a transparent commission basis.
The following quote from Trinkwalder summarises the relationship between
manomama and its employees: ‘Money is an instrument to show appreciation’
(02:18:56-1, 11 July 2011).
The sales staff at manomama enjoy considerable freedom with regard to
the way they organise their work, both for the time used and in the way they
design their sales activities. For instance, some employees organise so called
‘manomama-Mitmachtreffen’, an offline event where potential customers meet
with a salesperson to inspect cloth samples and products and to design personalised apparel. Others just tell their friends or colleagues about manomama.
Whichever way each sales person chooses, he or she receives a fixed percentage
of the selling price each time a customer names him or her as salesperson.

Supporters
Additionally, manomama only exists thanks to the support and voluntary work
of many parties. These include for instance the director of the textile museum
of Augsburg who supports the production of denim on the machines in the
museum (Fig. 3). Two other important voluntary workers are the museum
guides, retired weavers, who produce the material for manomama within the
museum. Another example is the former textile company Martini GmbH &
Co. KG, who sponsors room for the growing business. The unique relationship
with the advertising agency dplusc also needs to be mentioned in this context.
In addition to the above described usage of the former lunch room, individual
employees of the agency contribute to the company in a special way: the head
of software development is in charge of financial accounts and the head of
training and education can be described as Sina Trinkwalder’s most important
reference person.
Furthermore, a university in the German state of Baden-Württemberg, a
former weaving school, conducts research for the development of 100% ecological materials without any financial support.
Volunteer supporters are appreciated, especially through special articles
published in the manomama blog. Mojza et al. (2011) describe the potential of
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volunteer work activities to offer a break from paid work and to regain strengths.
The volunteer work by employees of the advertising agency is therefore supposed to have a positive impact on their performance in their main job, too.
Besides the direct voluntary support described above, the 3,784 fans on Facebook and 7,365 followers on Twitter need to be mentioned.2 As a social business, manomama cannot afford to invest in classic marketing. Therefore, Sina
Trinkwalder outsourced nearly all of the marketing to social media networks.
Different activities actively include and address the online community and
contribute to the success of manomama. For instance, within the framework of
the activity ‘menschen 2.0’,3 Sina Trinkwalder asked the online community to
take pictures of the content of their handbags and to upload them. During the
first round in 2010, 155 people participated. People were then asked to guess to
whom the contents of the handbag belongs. Extraordinary positive responses
further spread the brand of manomama.

The future of manomama
Within the first 18 months, manomama developed a solid customer base mainly
out of online communities. One of Sina Trinkwalder’s goals for the near future
is to bring manomama to the awareness of the broader public, beyond social
media networks. First experiences with classic marketing have shown the power
of these instruments. In July 2011, three short reports about Sina Trinkwalder
and manomama were broadcast in the morning programme of the German
television network, Sat 1 (Sat 1 2011)—the resulting interest in manomama
immediately crashed the company’s server. Sina Trinkwalder defines growth as
an important goal for the future of manomama. She wants to enter the mass
market with her sustainable apparel to offer more attractively priced products,
summarised with the following quote: ‘It can only be reached through growth.
At the moment, I cut and sew one shirt in the corresponding size. With 100
orders I could cut 100 shirts at once in layers and the shirt suddenly becomes
€30 cheaper’ (01:04:31-8, 11 July 2011).
According to Sina Trinkwalder’s personal evaluation, manomama will need
an additional two years to turn into a profitable business. In the meantime, she
follows many short- and long-term goals. For example, she wants to retain more
people in employment, to broaden the product range (including first ideas about
shoes, accessories, etc.) and to enable more people to buy her products thanks
to an increased time-efficiency leading to lower prices.

2 The numbers of fans on Facebook and followers on Twitter were correct on 11 May

2012.
3 See www.menschenzweinull.de/html (accessed 9 May 2012) for more information.
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Discussion
With its innovative products and production technologies as well as an innovative organisational concept (Schaltegger and Wagner 2011), manomama is a
pioneer of the sustainability-oriented transformation of the apparel industry.
According to Schaltegger and Wagner (2011), customers of such ‘bioneers’ focus
on the environment in their consumption and are characterised by a high ability
and willingness to pay, as well as a substantial market and product knowledge.
This definition describes the business development of manomama up to the
time of data collection. Future development of the company from an emerging
David operating in a limited niche market towards the mass market might bring
the company closer to true sustainable entrepreneurship which influences the
whole market towards sustainability and therefore influences the whole society
(Schaltegger and Wagner 2011). The case of manomama is also an example
of a new ‘technological niche’ in which, in contrast to the globally operating
established industry, apparel is produced with a local value chain under socially
desirable conditions with the lowest possible environmental impact. Whether
this and other niches ultimately lead to changes in the sociotechnical regime
remains to be seen (Geels 2005).
However, there is a set of reasons which limit imitation and should be tackled
by further research as well as industry endeavours in the field: First, spillover
effects from manomama to other apparel companies are very limited. Suppliers of manomama found that their other customers mostly reject innovative
ecological production solutions. Their assumption is that the small price difference is still too big for the price-sensitive apparel industry. This assumption
should be further investigated by future research. Second, acquisition of the
necessary resources in a nearly extinct textile region has proved very difficult for
manomama and is probably putting off potentially interested entrepreneurs in
the field. Third, manomama goes beyond environmental considerations in its
business philosophy. The company and its founder are particularly dedicated
to the employees and translate a strategy of sustainability into a mission of
respect. According to the founder: ‘Sustainability is nothing more than another
word for respect’ (00:44:13-2, 18 July 2011). Finally, the founder of manomama
and her personal commitment to the company as well as the set of supporting
volunteers she identified are strong drivers of the company’s success.
From this case, it seems that a set of dedicated persons is required—and
able—to significantly increase sustainability in the apparel industry. Further
research should hence look into the characteristics of individual sustainable
entrepreneurs who make statements such as the following:
It is not only to believe, but to know. I know that it will turn out well. I am not doing
this based on the feeling that I think I could do this, but that I know it will be good.
This is the big difference. And then you can move things ahead because you are
not worried about failing (02:04:03-5, 11 July 2011).
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Conclusion
This paper used a case study approach to present a highly innovative company
which has incorporated sustainability into its founding mission and related
business model. The company can thus be considered a sustainable entrepreneur. Our study shows a successful example of realising sustainability-oriented
innovation in a region where technical knowledge and skills are dying out
because production has been relocated to developing countries. However, those
who may want to follow this approach need to be aware of the challenges in the
field. In particular the question of transferability of results to other areas needs
to be carefully assessed.
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